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Chapter 1 

PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS USED 

In the past it has been a fairly common event when 

a theory of personality which did not fit into Freud's gen

ernl theory was proposed. The field of psychology has had 

no shortage of these theories. A group of these theories 

which has been classified as self-determining, has been 

proposed recently. The theory of positive disintegrati.on 

was the main theory the present study was based on and two 

hypotheses related to this theory have been investigated. 

Freud believed that psychopathology was often the 

resul~ of a superego which was too strong, keeping man's 

:i.nstincts from being gratified and causing anxiety and 

mental disorders. In the treatment of neurotics, therapy 

conS.isted of working against this superego or conscience or 

parent.:.:.l image; whatever was demanding more of the patient 

them he was comfortably able to do. Society's morals were 

also iavolved and Freud thought they demanded more sacri 

fices -than they were worth. 1 

Today an almost. opposite poi.nt of .view has been 

taken by some psychologists and psychiatrists or at least 

IS. Freud, General Introduction to Psychoanalysis 
( '-..'le\Ol York: Liveright Publishing Corporation, 1968), p. 367. 
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an important turnabout has been considered. The neurosis 

that accompanied the failure to satisfy onets superego or 

ideals may have been a good sign; the individual may have 

found t.hat his personality at that time was not what it 

should have been. Much guilt, shame and anxiety was the 

result.. The person could overcome his neurosi.s by either 

accepting Freudts idea and trying to rationalize his short

comings and bring his philosophy and ideals down to the 

level of his functioning personality, or he could try to 

raise the level of this personality to the degree necessary 

to satisfy his ideals. 

These self-actualizing psychiatrists were asking 

whether psychopathology was a sign of personality disorgan

ization and regression or a sign of potential personality 

growth and development. For example, Silverman pointed out 

that "most psychiatrists find it hard to regard the bizarre 

disorganization of schizophrenia as anything but orninous.,,2 

They have acted under the assumption that these behaviors 

should be done away with as qUickly as possible. It has 

been a common procedure to prescribe huge doses of anti

psychotic drugs. There has been a growing nurr.ber of psychi

atrists, however, who have seen such personality disorgan

izations as an opportunity for positive personality grovlth. 

In this regard, Dabrowski noted that too many psychiatrists 

2J • Si.lverman, tt\-lhen Schi.zophrenia Helps r" 
PSYchology Today, 1970, 4(4), 63. 
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transferred psychopathological phenomena to all patients 

with whom they have had contact. On the other hand, 

Du.browski. believed that "the symptoms of anxiety, nervous

ness, and psychoneurosis, as well as many cases of psychosis, 

are often an expression of the developmental continuity.,,3 

He considered them to be processes of positive disintegra

tion and creative nonadaption. 

Positive disintegration was a reaction to a situ

ation where an individual was unable to solve his problems 

as he usually had solved them. According to Dabrowski, if 

this natural reaction and process was interrupted by drugs 

or therapy, the patient might have been harmed. He might 

lose his ability to solve problems and a limit might have 

been set on his personality development. 4 

THE PROBLEM 

For the theory of positive disintegration to have 

been further developed and before it could reach a stage 

where its applicability in working with mental illness 
0(> 

could be tested, more specific information has been needed. 

Dabrowski claimed that for some people disintegration was 

the "basis for developmental thrusts upward, the creation of 

3T"	 ..r... Dabrovlsk~,
 

Disint:-_~_5ll.:.ation. (Boston:
 
p.	 131.
 

4 Ibid •
 

l'Persona ~t·l _u-t'~..";! ~"~-~':1U .. _ ... ~w~v~ 

- , 
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new evolutionary dynamics, and the movement of the person

ality to a higher level."S Records have indicated that the 

disintegration of some individuals' personalities has led 

to a higher level of personality and yet for other individ

uals, their personality has merely been maintained at its 

previous level and in many cases it has regressed. The 

therapy these individuals have received has been assumed to 

be a factor in determining the outcome. Individual dif

ferences in the ability to experience positive disintegra

tion might also have been a factor and it has been proposed 

that a psychological phenomenon, autokinesis, was related 

-to this ability. The present study was designed to gain 

information concerning such a possible relationship between 

autokinesis and the ability to experience positive disinte

gration. 

Basic to an understanding of such a possible rela

tionship was an ~mderstanding of the personality dimension 

ego-closeness--ego-distance developed by Harold Voth. 

According to Voth, there was a continuum reflecting opposite 

kinds of personality at the extremes with intermediate forms 

in the mid-·range. Ego-close individuals have been described 

as having a "relatively unwavering investment of attention 

in the immediate stimulus field and a concomitantly greater 

SIbid. 
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receptiveness to, need for, and acceptance of external 

s'timuli. ,,6 Voth found that eg'o-closeness could be related 

to extroversion and a greater tendency toward action and 

impulsiveness, sociability, a general responsiveness to the 

environment, distractibility, suggestibility, affective 

responsiveness, and the need for many friends. Ego-distant 

individuals were found to have a "greater capacity to detach 

attention from external circumstances, less dependence upon 

external stimuli, and greater accessibility to subjective 

experience. ,,7 The result was a more isolated, autonomous 

position of self in relation to the external world. Voth 

found according to his investigations that ego-distance 

could be related to introversion and independence, negativism, 

self-sufficiency, the enjoyment of solitude, and a more 

reflective and analytical thought styl~.8 

Autokinesis, the experiencing of motion of a 

stationary pinpoint of light in an otherwise totally dark 

room, has been shown to be a simple and direct expression of 

the ego-closeness--ego-distance personality dimension. 

Ego-close subjects tend to see little or no movement, another 

example of their need to maintain contact with external 

6H. Voth and others, "Autokinesis and Character 
Style: A Clinical Experimental Study," Journal of Psychiatric 
Research, 1968, 6, 51. 

7Ibid • 

SIbid., pp. 51-65 
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objects and social realities. Ego-distant subjects are less 

dependent on external conditions and tend to see more move

ment. 9 

Relationships have been tested between autokinesis 

and several other variables. Voth found that although 

patients in the mid--range recovered from mental illness 

more rapidly than patients at either extreme on the con

tinuum, the amount of autokinesis seen remained relatively 

conr;:tant over time and the autokinetic test could not be 

used to differentiate between 'normal' and 'sick' individ

uals. lO 

Another study showed a relationship between 

autokinesi.s and several essential aspects of the psycho-

t.herapeutic process. Ego-close patients with low auto

kinetic scores were more likely to experience the basis of 

their illness in projected or externalized terms, to 

resl~nd more to an approach which emphasizes clarification, 

suggestion, confrontation and guidance, to develop overt 

transference more rapidly, to do more acting out, and to 

improve thru the incorporation of the therapist as a sup

~~rtive, directive object. Ego-distant patients or patients 

~lith high autokinetic scores showed a greater capacity for 

psychological mindedness, more rapidly took to an explana

tory-introspective mode of psychotherapy, revealed overt 

9 I bid. 

lOB. Voth, "Ego Autonomy, Autokinesis and Recovery 
Frem Psychosis, II ~rchives of GeE.eral Psychiatry, 1962, 6, 
46-51. 
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transference more slowly but showed a greater capacity to 

observe \<7i th perspective the implications of this trans

ference, showed very little acting out, and made improvement 

more clearly associated with insight. Voth claimed that 

these ideas were consistent with his clinical experience 

and psychotherapy should be tailored to idiosyncratic 

personality features related to ego-closeness and ego

distance. 11 

Since the prognostic expectations of both the 

hospital staff and patients were studied in the current 

inv"estigation, consideration was also given to the ways in 

,which soci.al expectations have i.nfluenced behavior. 

Rosenthal and Jacobson in 1968 studied the relationship of 

teachers' expectations and learning in children. The 

teachers were told to expect intellectual blooming in cer

tain of their students who had been randomly selected. A 

year later these children had made significantly greater " 

gains in I. Q. scores than other students, and the teachers 

considered them to be more well-adjusted than the other 

students. l2 If teachers' expectations were important in 

understanding education, the expectations of the hospital 

staff should also have been considered in psychotherapy. 

lIB. Voth and M. Mayman, "The Psychotherapy Process 
and Its Relation to Ego-Closeness--Ego-Distance: Part One," 
The Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, 1966, 143(4),
324"-337. . 

l2R• Rosenthal and L. Jacobson, "Teacher Expecta

tions for the Disadvantaged," Scientific American, 1968,
 
218(4), 3-7.
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Studies of placebo effects have long shovm the importance 

of the expectations of the subject. For example~ in a 

study done by Schachter and Singer in 1962, subjects were 

injected ,,,i.th a placebo in the fonn of a saline solution. 

A significant number of subjects reported the emotional 

reaction and physiological symptoms they were told to 

+- 13ex.....pe c_. 

Statement of the Problem 

Although it has been shown that patients with auto

kinetic scores in the mid-range recovered fronl mental illness 

more rapidly than patients with extreme scores in either 

direction, there has been no investigation showing whether 

expected long-tenn patients were more likely to have high 

or low autokinetic scores. Investigations concerned with 

response to treatment have also been carried out, but the 

patients' confidence in release from the hospital has not 

been studied. This investigation was concerned with the 

question of whether patients judged to be long-term by a 

state hospital staff, had significantly higher or lower 

autokinetic scores than expected short-term patients. 

Secondly, this investigation was concerned with the question 

of whether there was a relationship betweeR autokinetic 

score and the subject's report of confidence in release from 

hospitalization. 

l3S • Schachter and J. E. Singer, ·Cognitive, Social, 
and Physiological Determinants of Emotional State," 
Psychologic~J.Review, 1962, 69, 379-399. 
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St~~ment of Hypotheses 

The hypotheses to be tested in this study were: 

(1) there is no significant difference in amount of auto

kinesis reported by patients who are expected to be long

term and patients who are expected to be short-term, ac

cording to the prognosis of the hospital staff; (2) there 

is no significant difference in arnount of autokinesis 

reported by patients who assert they a.re confident of im

minent release from the hospital and those patients who 

lack such confidence. 

Purpose of the Study 

The specific purpt..)se of the present study was to 

examine the relationship between autokinesis and prognostic 

expectations both by the hospital staff and the patient 

hi.mself. F'urther inforrnation was sought in the area of 

individual differences among mental patients and a possible 

correlation between these differences and autokinesis. 

Significance of the Study 

A survey of the related literature led one to expect 

that those patients who had confidence in release and/or the 

hospital staff's confidence in recovery would have mid-range 

or high scores. If the data supl~rted this expectation and 

one agreed with the concept of positive disintegration, tllen 

therapy for patients with moderate to high autokinetic 

scores might have been organized around the philosophy that 

their disorganization was likely to be followed by a positive 
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effort to find new ways of meeting life's problems. Con

sequently, therapy techniques stressing insi.ght into the 

patient'g problems of life, the reality of his wishes or 

ideals, and ways to develop the necessary personality 

s}lould have taken precedence over suppressive techniques 

snch as shock treatment or extensive medication. 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Terms which had a particular meaning in the present 

study as well as tenus which must be understood to follow 

t'ile study, are listed below. 

Autokinesis. The experiencing of apparent motion 

of a. stat50nary pinpoint of light in an otherwise totally 

dark roo:n. 

Di~inteqration. Disharmony within the individual 

and in his adaptation to the external environment with 

symptoms of anxiety, psychoneurosis, and psychoSis.14 

~qo-closeness. High dependence on stimuli from the 

eY.ten1al environment and a compelling need to invest 

attention-ca.thexis in external objects. Ego-close su."I:l jects 

tend to see no or low movement. IS 

14K • Dabrm,,;rski, .Positive Disintegration (Boston: 
Little, Brm~'l1 and Co., 1964), p. 5. 

l:'H. Voth and others, "Autokinesis and Character 
Style: A Clinical-Experimental study," ~7ourIlal of Psychiat~ic. 
Research, 1968, 6, 51-65. 
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Ego-close personality. Openness during interviews, 

tendency toward action, general responsiveness to environ

ment, lack. of ref lection and analysis in thinking, tendency 

t.oward quick and regular showing of emotions and sociability, 

suggestible, distractible, and easily turned from goal

directed b2havior by external influence. 16 

Ego-distance. Less dependence upon external stimuli 

and a greater ability to shift cathexis from external 

objects to intern~l objects and stimuli. Ego-distant sub

jects experience varying degrees of movement. 17 

Ego-distant personality. Tendency to hold to con

victions, values, and beliefs unless crippled by psychiatric 

illness. Autonomy, lack of reliance on others, and detach

ment along with strong leadership and organizational cap

abilities. Independence associated with a greater tendency 

to reflection and introspection. IS 

Expected lonq-term patients. Patients who scored 

ten or less when rated by the hospital staff and scored ten 

or less when rated by themselves. (Appendix A and B). 

l6Ibid., 62.
 

l7Ibid., 51-65.
 

ISIbid., 62.
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~xpected short-term patients. Patients who scored 

eleven or more when rated by the hospital staff and scored 

eleven or more when rated by themselves. (Appendix A and 

B) • 

In~eqration. Evolution, psychic health, and 

adequate adaptation, both within the self and to the envir

19onment. 

Nypt~gmus. An involuntary rapid movement of the 

eyeball, usually from side to side. 20 

Positive ..S!isintegration. Disintegration followed 

by enriched life, enlarged horizon and creativity. Symptoms 

manifested during periods of developmental crises or of 

extreme stress, insight and capacity for emotional closeness 

present. Whole person involved rather than merely narrow 

symptoms, high level of intelligence and a balance of 

retrospection and prospection. 2l 

Prognosis. A prediction of the probable course of 

a disease and the chances of recovery.22 

19K• Dabrovlski, Positive Disintegration (Boston: 
Little, Brown and Co., 1964), p. 5. 

20J • Friend and D. Guralnik (eds.), Webster's New 
Horld D~ctionary of the American Language (New York: World 
Publ. Co., 1956), p. 1010. 

2~. DabrovlSJci·, Positive Disintegration (Boston: 
Little, Brown and Co., 1964), pp. 10-19. 

22Friendand Guralnik, Ope cit., p. 1164. 
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§haman. A priest or medicine man of shamanism 

which is based on the doctrine tr~t the workings of good 

anu evil spirits can be influenced only by the shamans. 23 

Stre~ping ohenomenon. The experience of seeing 

SIO,tlly moving s\-1irls which appear to be streams of granules 

moving in broad swirls with the eyes closed and concentra

tion on the field of vision. The granules move without 

order unl.?ss the eye moves and then the granules move in 

the direction of the eye-movement. 24 

LIIlITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

The main limitation of the prescnt study arose from 

the difficulty in controlling factors not related to auto

kinesis ~lhich could influence both the patients' confidence 

and the staff's rating. A test-retest correlation should 

have been obtained before trying to draw conclusions from 

-, results based on these ratings. Many of the factors which 

would influence the ratings would be related to autokinesis 

but there might also have been factors which would not have 

been related. 

A second limitation was the different conditions 
/" 

under which the test was conducted. Due to the difficulty 

'1 

23I bid. , p. 1338. 

24C. E. Ferree, "The Streaming Phenomenon," 
American Journal of Psychiatry, 1908, 19, 484-503. 
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in having the pati.ents escorted from their wards to one 

single testing room, the patients were tested in a room in 

tho building where they were hospitalized, except for one 

grol'~) ""'hie'll. \·;as escorted to a nea.rby bUilding. 'J~hree dif

fer.ent rooms were necessary, as well as three different 

days. The testing situation was not as standardized as 

wau1d be dc::>ired, both because of this difference and the 

o.ifference l.n group size. Testing "''as done in groups, vlith 

the size dependent upon how many patients. from a ward were 

able to participate at anyone time. Group size ranged 

from one to ten, usually six or seven. 



Chapter 2 

REVIEW OF LITERl~~URE 

Two areas of literature were reviewed, the first 

related to autokinesis and the second to the theory of 

functional disorders as positive di.sintegration. In the 

first section on auto}dnesis, the h;Lstorical background and 

vari.ous explano.tlons of aut.okinesis which have been offered 

were reviewed. Second, various studies which investigated 

variables affecting autoJdnesis were present.e.5. and third, 

studies relating autoldnes:\.s to personality were revieVled. 

'l~he SE;~cond section on functional disorders as positive 

disintegration, reviewed the works of different authors 

who have agreed with some part or all of the idea of pos

itive disintegration. 

Autokinesis 

A ~eview of literattrre has indicated that extensive 

research has been carried out investigating the autokinetic 

phenomenon. 

Historical backgroL1nd and e~lanation.s offered of 

~ld.nesi~. Aut.okinesis J1as a history of a n~er of 

centurjt?s, first being noticed in the apparent movement of 

stars. In 1887, it received its name by Aubert and since 

15
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then it has assumed a position in psychology.l In 1928, 

Guilford and Dallenbach attempted to find the cause of 

auto}:.inesis. 'l'hey beli.eved that the streaming phenomenon 

could account. for t.he rllovement seen. If one closed his 

eyes a.nd looked deep i.nto the field of vi.sian, he could see 

SlO\lly moving s\virls \Jhich appeared to b(~ streams of gran

ules moving in broad curves. 'These granules appcc:,red to 

move vlithout order unless the eye moved ar\d t.hen the gran

ules moved in the direction of the eye-movement. 2 In the 

autokinetic experiment conducted by Guilford and Dallenbach, 

the eye movemEmts were photographed, booth for one eye and 

both eyes. ThesE~ au·thors suggested that the streaming 

phenomenon h~td a different dircc·tion for t'be two eye~, and 

when both eyes were used there vIas a conflict. in movement 

or zigzag, the directi.ol1 at anyone time being determj.ned by 

3the dominant eye. 

In 1958, Sherif wrote that the "experimental pro

duct ion of the autokinetic effect is very easy and works 

without any exception. ,,4 He stcltedthat a single point of 

lJ. P. Guilford and K. 1·1. Dallenbach, itA Study of 
the AutoJdnetic Sensation," )\.mcrico.n JOI.:rna1 of Ps,Ychology, 
1928, 40, 83. 

2C. E. Ferree, "The Streaming Phenomenon," t..merican 
Jour9al of Psychology, 1908, 19, 484. 

3Guilford and Dallembach, op.cit., pp. '83-91. 

41'1. Sherif, "Group Influence Upon the Formation of 
Norms and Attitudes," Reading-s j:n Social PE'~c.hol09:Y' eds. 
E. E. Macoby, T. M. NeHcomb, and L. Hart.ley (New York: Holt, 
Rineh~rt and Winston, 1958), p. 220. 
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lig'ht cou.ld no·t be localized definitely in a completely 

dm:k. room. because there was nothing in reference to which 

you could loca.te it. "These are facts 'Vlhich are not. sub

ject to controversy; anyone can easily test them for him-

self."S Sherif failed to explain why some individuals 

reported no movement and why some said they had seen the 

l:ight: in reference to other objc~cts in the room vlhich they 

had noted \olhen they entered the room. 

1'~ fm:ther explanation of autoJeinesis was offered in 

1961. Robertson suggested that internal and external 

stimuli interact and direct behavior. When external stimuli 

vlCre reduced an individual was much more aWCl.re of internal 

stimuli. This resulted in two procesGes, preoccupation, 

which "'vas focusing more and more on less and less, and 

suggestibility. With only residual inter.nal stimulation, 

there ""TaS a detachment from any background or context. The 

end result was a heightened projection of thoughts and 

feeli.ngs and a freer and more uncritical reaction to residual 

sensory inpu'c. Robertson applied this concept to hypnosis, 

autoJeinesj.s, creative activi.ty and abnormal behavior. 6 

In 1966, ~~rshall investigated the hypothesis of 

compensatory eye movements as the cause of autokinesis. 

The eye movements were manipulated using a retinal image 

5Ibid. 

6M• H. Robertson, "Theoretical Implications," 
Psycholoqical Record, 1961, 11, 33-42. 
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dj, s:placement ·technique, and a tracking device was used to 

record the seconds per trial that t.he stimulus appeared in 

each of four visual field quadrant.s. The results indicated 

that compensatory eye movements associated vli th the rnain

tenance of si!Jgle-point. binocular fixation disparity w'ere 

res}c)::.ms:i..ble for the au·tok:inetic phenomenon. 7 

The most recent research on explaining the basis of 

autokinesis Has published in 1969 by Voth, Segerson and 

Cancro. A relationship 'vas rel~rted between autokinesis 

and photic driving, thE~ brain' s response to a flashing 

light, \'lhich Has used to measure cortical excitability. 

These researchers vlOrked under the assumpt.ion that "when 

aut.o1:.:inesis occurs nervous impulses which are caused by 

elect:.rical djscharge bet:l,leen cortical areas of differing 

potential are sweeping over the cortex."B A corallary of 

this asst4~ption was that impulses sweeping over the cortex 

would occur more extensively where cortical excitability was 

high. 

Facto..r£ A.ffect-.i!!9" Imt.oJdnesis. There have been some 

investigations Vlhich have had results supporting the hypoth

esis that sex is not a factor in the amount of auto]c.inesis 

7J. E. l'1arshall, "Eye Movements and the Visual 
Autokinetic P1K:nomenon," Perceptual and' Mo,!:or Skills, 1966, 
22 (l), 319-326. 

8 H • 11. Voth, J •. A. Segerson, and R. Cancro, "Auto
kinesis and Photic Driving: Their Relationship to Cortical 
Excitability," Behavioral Neuropsychiatry, 1969, 6. 
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seen. Elfner and Page, in 1963, tested men and women and 

round no significant differences in autokineti.c effect 

bCtH8811 male and female StID jects who had previous experi

ence with the phenomenon. They did find a significant dif

fel:'?nc(~, hOiJeVer, between naive mule and female subjects 

and suggest.ed that this difference was a function of the 

greater resl~nsiveness of females to the experimenter's 

ini tiC11 instruc·tions. 9 Thi s variclblc, like several others, 

needs more investigation. 

stability of the Clutoldnetic phenomenon has been 

questioned and tested, with favorable result:s generally. 

Gilbert., et. ale tested the stability of autokinetic move

ment by varying several conditions: instructional set 

(accuracy versus illusion), light source (stationary versus 

moving), sex of experimenter, number and length of trials, 

and retest time intervals. They found that one dimension 

of a~pay.ent movement, the length of the line, was a stable 

i.ndividual characteristic. lO 

Much research has been done on variables related to 

the testing situat.:i.on. Cautela and Vitro, in 1964, did 

research on the effect of instruction on the appearance of 

o
JL. F. Elfner and H. A. Page, "Latency of the Auto

kinetic Effect As a Function of Preexposure," p.erceptual 
and .rIotor Skills, 1963, 17(3), 862. 

lODe C. Gilbert, J. P. Hahn, J. H. Wackwitz and 
R. M. Martin, "Stability of Autokinetic Movement," 
Percept_ual and I·lator Skills, 1969, LI(3), 715-718. 
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the autokinetic effect. They claimed that their results 

contradicted the belief that some individuals held, that 

the autokinet.ic effect had inherent properties. Cautela 

and Vitro vn::ote that, "the autokinetic effect is not 

readily perceived by most subjects when movement is not 

sU0Qes-C.8d.' I\lJ. 
,'J _. • 

There Has a possible limitation in their 

st"p~:iy in tha.t their experimental situation lasted only 

t.11re0 minut.8s. In the present study many subjects reported 

that it. took approximately five minutes before they sa~l 

any mOi;-C;Uf..Hrt. 

In 1964, a study was done by Kleban, Ismir and 

Gould to t:es·t the influence of social desirability on ac

cepting an autokinetic suggestion .12 'Ehey found that their 

SubjE~ctf: (b.o not show indications of suggestion. Their 

second hypothesis that suggestion was related to high and 

10\v social desirabili.ty scores was not confirmed. 

In 1965, an investigation by Farrow, et.al. with 

repeated trials resulted in the latency of autokinetic move

ment decreasing with repeated trials whether the trials were 

continuous or had a time interval. They fou.Tld that the 

e.xtent of autoJdnetic movement had a tendency to increase 

--_._---_.-..-
IlJ. H.. Cautela and F. Vitro, "The Effect of 

Instruction on the Appearance of the Autokinetic Effect," 
~~~~nal of ~ycholoqy, 19~4, 58, 85-88. 

121.1. H. Kleban. Pu A. Ismir, and \'1. Gould, "A 
Co:",1parison of. Two Types of Autokinetic Judgments and the 
Influence of Social Desirability on Accepting an Autokinetic 
Sugges·tion," Journal of General Psychology, 1964, 71, 207
216. 
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~n1en trials were massed but not when they were spaced. 

Various possible explanatory hypotheses were again given 

and more i.rnportant, a suggestion vIas made that both pro

cedures vJere often used without any consideration of these 

differences. They believed that dark adaptation should be 

investigated and always specified in a study.13 

La.c};: of standardization in measuring and scoring 

auto:l::inesis has also been the subject of research. Several 

djff8rent methods of measuring autokineni.s have been used, 

and no one satisfactory method has ever been agreed upon or 

primarily used. Newbrough and Beck built an apparatus for 

recording the movement and developed a method for scoring 

it. Five scores were obtained: Time to onset of movement, 

time of movc~!.1ent, excursion (length of rnovement), index of 

curvilinearity (indicates the relative \landering of the 

14movement), and the speed and relative amount of movement. 

Group testing has been mentioned above. Two investi

gations related to this have been published by Stone and by 

Gardner and l.ohrenz. According to Stone' s resea.r:ch, aut.o

kinetic norms under different amounts of practice and dif

ferent. group size were found. The groups 'vere ei.ther one, 

l3B • J. Farrow, J. F. Santos, J. R. Haines and C. M. 
Solley, "Influence of Repeated Experience on Latency and 
Extent of Autokinetic Movement," percept~p.l and r-1otor Skills, 
1965, 20, 1113-1120. 

l4LT • R. Nevforough and E. C. Beck, "A New Apparatus 
For Recording and a j"let.hod For Scoring Autokinetic Move
ment, I; Pe~ceptu?l and Motor S)\:ills, 1962, 15, 755-757. 
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tHO or four person~~. Group size had a.n effect on the norms 

and stone claimed group reinforcement. took place, but how 

this ha.pperwd \-laS unclear. IS In the article written by 

Gardner and Lohrenz, significant val5.dity and reliabilj.ty 

f i nding'fj ",ere presented which led to their suggestion that 

t.he autolc:i.netic test could be administered as a group test. 16 

Auto]dnesi~ and It.s 13elatj.on to Per~~>l1alit.Y' In 

1941, l::.lbert Voth reported a test-ret.est correlation of: 

+0.96 for individuals tested individually and a correlation 

of +0.75 for individuals tested in groups. He also reported 

that individuals with zero or low autokinesis claimed a 

sense of orientation and a general sensitivity to all kinds 

of extraneous objects and occurrences. Those with rela

tively high indices seldom claimed they were disturbed by, 

17or aware of, outside occurrences. 

In 1947, Albert Voth, the indivj.dual \olho appears to 

have done t'he most research on autokinesis, also found that 

state haspital patients who had a diagnosis of alcoholism., 

hysterj.a, involutional melancholia, manic-depressive 

lS\,;. F. Stone, "AutoJdnetic Norms I An Experimental 
Analysit;,11 ~'journ9l of Pe;:~~on~lity and Social Psychology, 
1967, 5 (1), 76-81. 

l6R. W. Gardner and L. J. Lohrenz, "Some Old and 
New Group Tests For the Study of Cognitive Controls and 
Intellectual Abilities," Perce....:e.t::E~~_.,E.E.d Motor Skills, 1969 ~ 

29, 935-950. 

17A• Voth, "Individual Differences In The Auto
kinetic Phenomenon," Journal of EX~imenta,_L.E.~ychology, 

1941, ~9 (4), 306-322. 
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psychosi~, paranoid conditions and psychopathic person

ality, usnally report.ed little or no movement of light. 

Those pat5.ents \\7ho had a dingnosis of schizophrenia, obses

sional neurosis, or anxiety neurosis reported fairly exten

. t 18s).ve movemcn ~. 

A retest of this hypothesis was done by Sexton who 

t.ested fifty state hospital patients who had been diagnosed 

as schizophr:en.ic by unanimous vote of the hospital staff. 

The results corroborated Voth's. Catatonics saw maximum 

movement and paranoids saw the least. Sexton also found a 

reduction in the amount of movement in improved cases when 

the patients were retested. 19 

A study which was published in 1960 by Schwartz and 

Shagass did not confirm Voth's report of a relationship 

between autokinesis and disorders. Patients with different 

disorders were tested and the results were not the same as 

what was predicted from Voth's report. The authors stated, 

however, that the descrepancy was possibly due to dif

ficulty with the definitions of the disorders and diag

noses. 20 

l8A• C. Voth, ItAn Experimental Study of Hental 
Patients Through The Autokinetic Phenomenon," American 
Journal of Psychiatry, 1947, 103, 793-805. 

19r•1• C. Sexton, "Autokinetic Test: Its Value in 
Psychiatric Diagnosis and Frognosis," !}mcrican Journal of 
Psycb~atry, 1945, 102, 399-402. 

20H• Schwart:z and C. Shagass, "Note on the Relation 
Between Autokinesis and Psychiat.ric Diagnosis," Perceptual 
and 1'1otor Skills, 1960, 11, 253-257. 
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Dm~'ing thf~ 1960' s, both Harold Voth and l;,.lbert 

Voth dj.d E::{tensive research on autoklnesis along \vi th some 

of thei.r conteml:)Qraries. In 1962, Harold Voth Vlrote: 

Because of the fruitfulness of our deductions and 
becc"D~::;C of: t.he actuCI.l correlation[~ between normal and 
abno;::1ii;::).l beha.vior with the auto}dnetic phenomenon, it 
appears that this phenomenon is tl~ most direct 
exprcssi0Q of the ego principle of personality organ
iz~t.:L.on. 2J. 

Statistically significant correlations 'YJere found between 

auto}~inc[~is and the personality style::.;, defenses and syn

dromes wh:i_ch they. believed were also a function of the per

sonality principle. 22 In the same year, Harold Voth also 

confirmed three hypotheses he had made concerni!lg recovery 

from psychosis. 'l'he first was that individuals in the mid

range of the ego-closeness--cgo-distance continuum recover 

from mental illness more rapidly than patients at either 

end. The second "<las that ego-distant: subjects, (-those 

rel-1Ort.ing varying degrees of auto]cinc·tic movement) whose 

autoJdnetic movement is reduced folloVling a course of 

somatotheraphy, should show better clinical improvement 

than thof~e "'Iho do not; have a reductj.on in autoJdnetic Inove

mente The third hypothesis was that u diminution of ego-

closeness should correlate positively 'vi th recovery from 

psychosis. 

21H• M. Voth, "Choice of Illness," Archives of 
General Ps\~b}atry, 1962, 6, 152. ---

22Ibid., pp. 149-156. 

23H• M. Voth, "Eg'o Aut:onomy, ]\.utokines:i.s and Recovery 
From. Psychosis," l."rc;:hives of_.General P~chiatry, 1962, 6, 
288-293. 
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In 1963, Voth and Mayman explained a difference in 

relation t.o reality between individuals who experience 

little ox' no autokinesis and those ,,;ho experience extensive 

au.tokin\',~[d.s, namely that the" former are "more reali ty-

bound, less pron0 to lose touch with their immediate sur

roundingf:>~ inchKli.ng the obvious fact, that the light is 

statio112:ry"24 v;bile the latter seem in contrast much less 

fi.xed in relation to reality, and may become so engrossed in 

the light as to become oblivious of, and partially disasso

ciated froffi 1 their immediate surroundings during the tcst.,,25 

Voth and Nr"1yrnan explained further what they "lOula. expect as 

a st.yle of life from these two types of individuals. The 

ego-distan't indivic1uals were more able to 'vithdraw from 

their surrounding's and turned their attent:ion invmrd. 

Fantasy and reflection were easier for these individuals. 

IIValues, long-range goals, and their sense of identity were 

less subject to direct influence by social pressures, the 

values of otber individuals, distracting events, etc.,,26 

Solit.uc1e viaS more acceptable to this individual than to an 

ego-close individual and his self-esteem was based more on 

inner feelings and individual values t,han on external re

sponses to him. '1"he ego-close individual was seen as more 

24n . t-1. Vot.h and M. Ha.~'1nan, "l>.. Dimension of 
Personality Organ.iz,at10n," ~rch;vcs of Genera.l Psychiatr.y, 
1963, 8, 367. 

25 Ibid • 

26 I bid. 
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responsive to ot:hers and more dependent on them for villues, 

self--esteem o.nd pleasure. They were more socially graceful 

and were more striking in their appearance. They usually 

were seen to be less autonomous and more willing to com

promise in order to consolidate social ties. 27 

In another study, Voth and Mayman reJ:.">orted on dif

ferences in resl~nse to psychotherapy between ego-close and 

ego-distant patients. Ego-close patients projected or 

externalized the basis of their problems more often than 

ego-distant pat.ients. Ego-distant p:l.tients found intro

spection easier, while ego-close i.ndividuals relied on 

clarification, suggestion, confrontation and guidance. The 

ego-close individual experienced transference more rapidly 

than the ego-distant individual but was not as able to 

understand the implications involved. Ego-close patients 

did more acting out and were less stable i.n situational 

stress, but they were more responsive in a wide range of 

situations. Ego-distant patients usually improved through 

insight; into the problems and causes while ego-close 

patients usually improved through some variation of imitating 

the therapist or relying on him for support. Based on these 

results as well as further investigation of their hypotheses, 

Voth and ~~yman recon~ended the autokinetic test as a 

27 Ibid ., pp. 366-380. 
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diagnostic tool for Gstablishing formal diagnoses. 28 

In 1965, Albert Voth published the results of an 

invcstigat.ion Hhich indicated a. relationship bet,,,een auto

kinesis and alcoholism. In this invest:Lgation, Voth found 

tha.t ~ lcoh01ics had significantly lOv1er autokinetic scores 

than n01.111.(-11 subjects. Voth "uggestec1 that the scores 

indicat:ed a basic ego-structure difference. Persons wi t.h 

high autokinetic scores have been shown to exhibit greater 

ego autonomy, while those with lmv scores seemed to share 

some characteristics with alcoholics. These characteristics 

were: sug0estibili ty, respon~;iveness \:0 external stimuli, 

eXhibition:ts!"n, social activeness, and E:Tnotional impu.lsive

ness. Voth also sugg(~sted that manj.a or hypomani.a, depres

sian, par,,:Tloia, or conversion symptoms \-Jcre the usual kinds 

of disorders alcoholics develuped and patients with these 

disorders tended to experience limited autokinests. Few 

alcoholics shovled schizophrenic reactions \,:hile schizo

p1irenics saw more autokinetic ffiJvement than alcoholics. 29 

In a 1968 article, Cancro, et.al. suggested the use 

of autokinesis to determine the need of the patient for 

p~.;ycholo':l'j.c21 distance or closeness as part of his treatment. 

Elopers from. an intensive individual treatment hospital were 

28H• H. Voth and N. !-layman, "The Psychot.herapy 
Process and Its Relation to Ego-Closeness--Ego~Distance: 

Part One," 'rhe Journal of Ner\Tous and r·:~ntal Disease, 1966, 
143 (4), 324'::33-r:-- -'--'

29A• C. Voth, "Autokinesis and Alcoholisrn,lf 
.Q~!§!'E.terJ:y -!ournal of Studie.s on P.IC;9ho1, 1965, 26 (3), 412
422. 
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found to have significantl:y higher autokinetic scores than 

non-elopers. Elopers from a state hospital '\;vith minimum 

patient-doctor interaction had significantly lower auto

30kinetic scores. 

In 1969 f Voth, etc al. presen'ted data to support the 

hypothesis of a relationship betvleen autokinesis and sui-

ci.de. rr'he results indicated that the individual who is 

ego-distant was less likely to commit suicide, although he 

might attempt i't, than the ego-close individual. 31 

S~nary. A review of literature related to aut,o--, 

kinesis indicated t.hat the phenomenon has been of interest 

to psychologists in the distant past. as well as in the 

recent past. Although research has been extensive, stand

ardized methods and procedures used in investigations were 

lacking and there have been few attempts to construct a 

comprehensive theory of the phenomenon. The most significant 

systematic investigations of autokinesis have been conducted 

by researchers from Menninger's; Harold Voth, Albert Voth, 

et.al. Although their findings have been impressive, a 

number of other researchers claimed to have found results 

30R • Cancro, H. M. Voth, and A. C. Voth, "Character 
Organization and the Style of Hospi'cal ·'l'reatment," Archives 
of GeneE~~l Psychiatry, 1963, 19, 161-164 •. 

31H. M. Voth, A. C. Voth and R. Cancro, "Suicidal 
Solution as a Function of Ego-Closeness--Ego-Distance," 
Archi.vGs of General Psychiatry, 1969, 21, 536-545. 
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'of'hj.ch were in disagreement. Indications ''lere that further 

research '-!as needed to clarify and classify results into a 

system. 

Po.§J.:.~c-:L,,!:;-~_.!?j::.s in!:ggf1~ t ion 

l>~ new outlook rego.rding rnent.al illness has been 

growing. A reviGw of literature related to this ne\l out-

loo}( has j.ndi,ccl.'ted that previously l.maccepta.ble behavi.or 

has been accepted by some as behavior \-lhj.ch was purposeful. 

Othex-s have claimed the:tt. the cultural setting \-las important: 

in dC-otermining the acceptance of such behavior as that 

typical of a schizophrenic reaction. Still others have sug

geste6 t.hat such reactions were positive indications of 

potent:ial personality grm<lth. 

There i,s mounting- evidence that some of the most 
profound schizophrenic disorganizations are preludes 
to impressive reorganization and persop9lity growth-
not.: so much breakdo\-m as breakthrough. 32 

1'1ental Illness Related to Other Cultures. Acute- ...-~_., 

schizophrenic behavior has been compared with the behavi.or 

of shamans in di.fferent primitive cultures. According to 

SilveJ:1Tlcln, shamans were "those inspirational medicine men 

who cowTInmicate directly with the spirits and who exhibit 

the most blat,ant forms of psychotic-like behaviors. ,,33 And 

32~T. Silvennan, "vlhen Schizophrenia Helps," 
Psycll.0J.ogy Too.ClY' 1970, 4(4), 63. 

33J. Silverman, "Shamans and Acute Schizophrenia," 
Ame~~s_~n Anthro~logist, 1967, 69, 22. 
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in many primitive societi.es, shamanism alleviated the 

anxieties and fears related to the harsh conditions of life 

because it provided a contact with the spiritual world 

which controlled the p~ople. A shaman was treated with 

respect when he acted in what our society would have con

sidered a pcJthological manner. His behavior per.formed a 

functi.on in his cUlture, '\-lhereas pathological behavior '\'las 

vieHed in 2o.n opposite manner i.n our society. 

Similarities were found bebveen the psycflological 

backgrounds of our psychotics and other cultures' shamans. 

Bogoras, in 1909, claimed that the shamanistic call often 

. came during some great misfortune, dangerous and protracted 

illness, or sudden loss of family or property. "Then the 

person, havjng no ot.her sources, turns to the spirits and 

claims their assistanc(~.,,34 A basic premise accepted by 

such authors as Silverman, Bogoras and Boisen was that a 

psychotic individual in our culture acted no differently 

than any other individual who had also been over-sensitized 

by extreme and prolonged threat. Silverman suggested that 

what is encountered in schizophrenia and in shamanism 

"begins vli.th a subjective evaluation of oneself as being 

incapable of exercising any effective control over a cur

rent life situation.,,35 

34W• Bogoraf~, "The ChucJ(ee," 1'-1emoirs of the American 
1'1useUJn of Natural Ej.:story, 1909, 40, 421. 

35J • Silverman, "Shamans and Acute Schizophrenia," 
Ameri_can ~t_hropo]:pgj:-st, 1967, 69, 24. 
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Not only did the process undergone by psychotics 

and shamo.ns begin with the same psychological process but 

it was contended that the process continued through, fol

lowing a similar pattern. The main difference again was in 

the acceptance by the culture of the behavior. The 

shamanistic experience was often highly valued and rewarded, 

whereas the psychotic was rejected. This rejection added 

to the individual's original anxiety and guilt and if his 

behavior l7as a natural response to a life-crisis, the rejec

tion also lowered his chances for resolution of his problems. 

His insights were not considered valid and if his previous 

life style lacked constructive factor:::-: there was little to 

come back. to. 36 

Based on research similar to this research on 

shamani~m, at Agnews State Hospital in San Jose, California, 

Silve~~an and others started a psychotherapy program based 

on the premise that the schizophrenic reaction should be 

encouraged and supported. An attempt was made to deten-nine 

which patients were schizophrenic and antipsychotic medi

cation was withheld from them. Studies are being conducted 

to determine whether this approach based on encouragement 

and support is as successful as other types of psychotherapy. 

Results of this research are not yet available. 

36A• Boisen, J.he Ex~ration of the Inner World 
(New York: Harper, 1936). 
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!f~_Cor~ept of }lent.al Illness Questi.oned. In 1952, 

French published a book based on the idea that all behavior 

was integrated or based on a goal, even irrational behavior. 

"Freud taught. us that every dream and every neurotic symptom 

represents the fulfillment of a wish.,,37 Irrational behav

ior \<letS not \·7i thout goals; it was the product of a struggle 

betw,?en conflict:ing goals. There was a basic pattern of 

the i.ntegrative process, French claimed and all kinds of 

behavior, irrational as \'lell as rational, were a variation 

of it.. Conflict was seen t.o be a modifying influence on 

integrat:ive behavior. It not only had a disintegrat:ing 

effect but also helped achieve a more normal integrative 

pattern. 38 

Szaz, in 1961, ,.,rote, U(M)ental illness is 2, myth. 

Psychiatrists are not concerned with mental illnesses and 

their treat.mcnts. In actual prac·tice they deal with per

sonal, social and ethical problems in living. 1t39 Szaz con

tended that the idea of a person being ment:ally ill vIas 

har~mful to society and the indivioual, especially in today's 

world. Personal responsibility was undermined \V'hen an ex

terna1 source, the person's illness, was blamed for his 

37T. French, T~~ Integration of Behavior (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1952), p. 6 •. 

38Ibid. 

39T • Szaz, 'l'he 1'5v1.-:h of !''lental Illness (New York: 
Ho.rper and Rm1, 1 961T0-. 276. 
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antisocial behavior. For the individual, this attitude 

precludes an inquiring, psychoanalytic approach to problems 

which symptoms at once hide and express. 

Codifying every type of occurrence that ta]ces 
place in a medi.cal setting as, ipso facto, a medical 
problen makes about as much sense as suggesting that 
when physicists quarrel their argwl1'2nt. constitntes a 
problem in physJ.cs. 40 

Szaz suggested we all were students of human living 

and some needed a personal instructor whereas others dj.d 

not. Psychology needed to offer this instruction instead 

of obscuring the problems at hand by ma]<:ing them something 

ot:her than vllla t they \'7ore. 

Laing, who promoted the theory of schizophrenic 

reactions as natural and often necessary for personality 

development, would not use the tenn schizophrenia, to refer 

to a condition that vms "mental rather than physical, or t.o 

an illness, like pneumonia, but to a label that some people 

pin on other people under certain social circu.ll1::;tances. ,,41 

Posij:j.ve A.§l~e_cts of Ment.?l Illness. Dabro~.vski, in 

1964, contended tha·t personality was the aim of man t s devel·

opment and t.his development included bas:i.c stressful elements 

such as disequilibrium, malauaptation, nervousness s and 

psychoneuros:Lc. 'I'his development ",'as ofte~ based, therefore, 

on conflicts betvleen what was 'higher' or t lower' within an 

40Ibid • 

4lR • D. Laing, ~olit~of Exper~ence (New York: 
Random House, Inc., 1967), p. 70. 
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individual and was manifested in the process of positive 

disintegri'ltion. A personality \vas shaped by incorporating 

conflicting, pathological elements such as suffering, 

depression, anxiety, obsession and symptoms of emotional 

immaturity into the process of development. The main tenet 

of his t.heory of positive disintegration was, instead of 

rejecting pathological elements, grafting thern onto normal 

and accelerated developrnent should be encouraged. In psy

chotherapy, development and Inental health were emphasized 

rather than rehabilitation and removal of pathological 

symptorns. 42 

Positive disintegration is, therefore, a process, 
"lhich, in our opinion, is 'c.he fundamental process in 
the development of an individual. In order to leave 
the louer develop;:"lcntal level and pass to a higher one, 
the individual mutrt go thru a greater or lesser dis
organization of primitive structures and activities. 43 

Disintegration, as opposed to integration, meant the 

loosening of structures and the dispersion and b~eaking up 

of psychic forces. It ranged from emotional disharmony to 

the complete fragmentation of the personality. According to 

DabrovlSkl, the normal person had achieved 'personality', 

maturit~ responsibility and integrity. The neuro·cic, rather 

421<. Dabrm1s1ci, Personality--Shaping Th~~:::~gJ1 Posi.t.ive 
Dt.sinteqrat.;.~ (Boston: Litt.1e, Brown and Co., 1967), pp. 
131-138. 

43Ibid ., p. 131. 
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than overachieving these attributes, had not yet achieved 

them but had the potential to do 80. 44 

Dabrows}.:i believed that not only '\<laS integration 

necessary for development, but accelerated development 

could nat be realized without manifest nervousness and psy

chonem::osis. Dabrowski found observations and clinical 

experience to provide a basis for his theory. Psychological 

examino·tions of normal children in Warsaw public schools had 

shown that about eighty per cent or the children who were 

above average in intelligence had different sYmptoms of 

nervousness and slight neurosis. Dabrowski regarded this 

as evidence that psychiatric symptoms were frequent in 

children who had a high potential for development. Dabrowski 

also p.':)inted out that in normal development the greatest. 

personQlity growth occurred d~rring the periods of the great

est psycbological upheaval a.nd in highly creatj.ve persons, 

psychological disharmony was often present and related to 

their creativity. Dabrowski cited several caSE~ studies 

of creative individuals which corroborated this claim. 

Psychotic episodr:::s were experienced by such individuals as 

Michelang"elo, Dostoevski, Kafka and Gandi. 45 

A criticism of and addition to Dabrm'1ski' s theory of 

44 .K • Dabrowsk~, Personal:i:..!",;Y.-Sh?-ping Tprough Positive 
Disintea~ation (Boston: Little, BrOlin) and Co., 1967), pp.
11-23:"~---

45Ibid • 
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positive disintegration was given by 1'1O\'lrer in his intro

duction. to Dabro\"ski t s 1967 book. Mowrer disagreed with 

the distinctj.on between positive and negative disintegration 

and though·t it confusing. Conflict to him was, it itself, 

neut.:t:'al. '''I'he positivity or negativity •.. lies rather, 

it would sc:em, in the nature of the response thereto, the 

mannc~r in 'dhich the conflict is resolved. ,,46 A nenrotic 

or morbid ~>olution to a conflict 'VIas trying to ease the 

pai.n rather than let t.he pain motivat.e one to grov] and 

develop as ·the situation demanded. Mowrer 'i.-lent further 

and sug-gested that some professional therapy was negative 

also in that it: tried to relieve the individual t s suffering 

in some artificj.al rather than natural \'l<lY. It often tried 

to simply rna-lee i.:.he individual more comfort.able w:i.thout 

resolvement of the situation. 47 

SU~~9ry. Theories of personality have accounted for 

mentally ill behavior in many different ways. A relatively 

nev7 theory y,7hich has been growing in accept.ance has offered 

a significantly different interpretation of this behavior. 

Men'tally ill behavior was seen as a process of development, 

necessary for an individual to reach higher levels and the 

ne\V' theory claimed this behavior should be support.ed rather 

46B • Howrer, "Introduction to ?E~r~onal1.ty-Shaping 
.Th~='?~1l-.J~CT)~i_~iVe Disintegration" (Boston: I.little B.:covm and 
Co., 1967 • 

47 Ibid • 
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than punished or discouraged by rejection because it might 

be a searching for answers rather than an escape. 



Chapter 3 

PROCEDURE 

Research has indicated that ~ patient's response to 

therapy was related to the autokinetic phenomenon. l The 

presen-t study used the auto}::.inetic test along \'lith ques

tionnaircs reflecting the hospital staff's, as well as the 

patient's, prognostic expectations, to determine if any 

relat:ionship existed between these measures. 

Pilo.:t". Stndy 

A pilot study was conducted using thirt.y co] lege 

fres'hmen students as su...'l-:'Jjects to insure familiarity \vit.h t:he 

test and eliminate problems in testing. The testing" situa

tion was the same as that used :Ln the experimental situat.ion. 

Research has indicated that normal, nonhospitalized indi

viduals as a g-roup experienced more autokinesi.s than hos

pitalized patients. 2 A comparison between the results of 

the pilot study and the e;-:periment showed the expect.ed o.if

ference. 

lB. Voth and !'ol. r'layman, liThe Psychotherapy Process 
and Its Relation to Ego-Closeness--Ego-Distance: Part One," 
'1'he Journal of Nervous and r~ental Disease, 1966, 143(4), 
324-337. 

2H• Voth, A. Voth, and R. Cancro, "Suicidal Solution 
as a Function of Ego-Closeness--Ego-Distance," Archives of 
::~ner?l Psychiatry, 1969, 21, 538. 
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S ti!:j£Cl!:n 
The subjects used in the st\.:.cIy v,ere patients a.t 

Osawatomtc State Hospital in Osavlatomie, Kansas. The sub

jects vere randomly select.ed from t.hose patients bet\.,een. 

twenty ~nd forty years of age. The ~otal nllililierof subjects 

vas fi:Et~y-·three und these were the first. patients selected 

\'1ho "lCrf2 able to take the test and Here vlilling to parti·

cipatc. Seven pat:ients "lere unable or refused t.o take the 

test. 'I'h8 fifty-t.r-,ree s'L~bjects were given the autokincd::ic 

test, r<:;.ted by the hospitctl staff, and rCi.ted by themselves 

for prognostic expectations. 

1]essr5..:.r:tJ:.9!L0f_ Tc~F}S.~ 

'I'ho patienl:s \-lere given the group autokinetic test 

follm'ling ·the procedure used by Gardner and Lohrenz3 \vhich 

vIas based on the indi.vidual autokinetic test developed by 

Albert Voth. The pa..tient.s \'Jcre seat:ed \'1i th a b;enty-bm 

)~,y tvmnt.y-eight :Lrlch sheet of paper in front of them. The 

pclpCT WC1.S attache,:'. to a drmving boa:r:-d and lying on a table. 

'I'1'J;:-~ c.xp8r:iJItGtltal condition lasted ten minutes and the range 

of dh;L·:,t'..:.;(: f:com the light vIas 9.1 t.O 30. 7 feet:. The light 

\'las a Ft<d~j.on2ry pinpoint of ~-ird:te light 0.0006 ft. candles 

in intew:~:U:y. 

'The suhjecc.s vlGre told that they would be left 

3R • Gardner and L. Lohrenz, "Some Old and New Group 
Tests For the Study of Cognitive Controls and Intellectual 
Abili t.:tes J" PE;.;-cel~s:ua1.-9.:ndJlqtor-E..kills, 1969, 29, 935-950. 
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alone in a t.otally darkened room, except for t.he pinpoint 

of l:i.g·ht., for ten minute::~ cmd t.hat they were to look 

steadily at the light during the entire test period and 

r8main f;:ilent. 'I'hey \vere told that. the light might or 

might: not appl'!ar to move, and should it move:.', they were to 

t,r-ace it.s };lath on the pap('~r before them. If the light 

stopped moving, they \-lere to make a small dot: and leave 

their pencil there, ready 'co restune tracing the movemE;nt 

if the light sta.rt.ed mavinSf again. Should the pencil 

reach t.he edge of the board, they \'-Jere to f;tart again from 

the apprm::imate center uL(l proceco. as before. The room vJas 

not dar};:ened when the ins·c:cuct.ions Here given and discerning 

subjec·t.s \'7ould be able to tell that ·the light, vms act.ually a 

~~tatj,onary one. No suggestion '\-las given thcc.1: the light 

would move, subjecb~ were D.erely told that it might or might 

not appear to move. 

'1'0 deterIT:.:Lne \·lhet.hcr- the p~.t~ient \'?c;!s in the short

termprosnosis gX'oup or not, questionnaires \,Jere filled 

out by three members of 1:11'2 hospit.al staff who worked y:r:i.t.h 

the pa.t:i.ent.s and by the pa)cient himself. Three l1!C-,;mbel-B of 

the hospital st::.aff were a.skco. to rate the pat.ients and t.he 

average of thej.r results V.~ere used to eliminate variables 

related to stufE bias. 

Eyalui),t5..on. of Re::mons(~s 

'1'he length of the line score was obtained by meas

t'lring, in inches, the length of line drawn representing 
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autokinc::~is. The autokinetic index vlas calculated as fol-

lmV's: /r.,~~l)E::>: D where L = length of lir)e drawn in inches,_···-S-':t:"l-
HB = the distance b0tween t.he tvlO furt1x;rmost points on the 

pattern drawn, D = the greatest distance from center, and 
. l1. 

S = nunibE:::r::" of recorded stolJs. - An index score of zero thru 

nine '\las r;onsidercd low, trm thru th:Lrt:y-five 'Vlas moderate, 

and a score over thirty-five was high. 

rrhe questionnaires ,,7ere composed of thrc~e ques

tions, different ones being used for the staff and patients. 

(See Appendix A ai'K1 B) The questions and anS'Vlcrs \-lere con

ctructed to allm'l u quantified result to be obtained. If a. 

patient vIas expect.ed to show some decline he vlas given one 

point, whc:ceas if he was expected to ShOvl a great.: deal of 

improvement in a short tiIlle he was given four points. Each 

an5\.;rer \'laS given a predetermined number of points wl1ich 

could be t.otaJ.ed. For example if a pat.i.ent was expected to 

remain cfbout the same, stay in the hospital over a year, and 

go to a supervised nursing home when he left the hospital 

he "lOuld. have a score of five. 

4H. Voth a.nd H. l<ayman, "A Dimension of Personality 
Organization," l-\.rchives of General Psychiatry, 1963, 8, 366
380. 



Chapter 4 

RESULTS 

j~n2tlysi.s of results were in tvlO parts, the fin3t 

based on th,,:' patients' prognosis and the second based on 

the 110sDi"~~al staff's prognoBis. 

p 'l.t-A.C?~~~§':"'J7°9:..1}o ~-i§. 

Table l, below, sho~tls the number of patiEmts \V'ho 

vlCre in t}J8 short-tenn prognostic group, long-·term prog

nostic group and 'che amount of autokinesis thc~y experi

oncE-d. A chi-square value was foun.d v:rhich indicated that 

t!le prO~fnostic groups differed significantly at. the .05 

level iri tlle amount_ of aut.okinesis experienced. 

Table 1 

Prognostic Gr.oups Based on Pcltient8~ Prognosis 
and lilllount of Autokinesis Expericnc::~d 

LO\v HodE~rate Hig-h 
l:.t.1t:okinesi s Autokinesis AutoJdnesi s 

------------------_._----_._----
Short-term 
Prog~QHis 

10 6 10 

i...(~1!'t\.~ ··t,.€:':-C:\"l 

J:' ~~'C)9'r1c! ~~ ~_ ~j 

18 6 3 

".:.. ••. b- 3·, "t'·- 2· < 054;.. 

~. 

,..~ ~" to .S!.- -~ .. , p. • 
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stc:::ff' [; Procmosi..._._l. _ s_ ..•._.~_.._ . 

'['able 2, below, again indicates the number of 

pa·ticntf~ v.ho Here in the short-terriL prognostic group, 10ng

·tE'::J:'rrl prz)'jnostic group and the amount of autok:LnE:sis they 

cxperj.enc(~d. A chi-square value was found \Vhich indicated 

t.hat t.he prognostic groups differed significantly at the 

.05 level in the Clmount of autokinesis experienced. 

Table 2 

Prognostic Groups Based on Staff's Prognosis 
and Amount of Autokinesis Experienced 

LOH Modcr:ate High
 
Autokinesis Autokinesis Auto}dnesis
 

Short-t(-~:r.m 

Progno~):i.s 

11 7 9 

Long-t:e.rm 
Prognosis 

17 5 4 

2x = 6.91; df = 2; p. <:.05 



Cha.pter 5 

CONCLUSIONS, RECQr·1HENDATIONS, AND sm·1MJ'.:.RY 

Conclusions and recoIT'mendat.ions from the present 

study ure presentcd follm'led by the slL.'1l1nary. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECO~willNDATIONS 

It 'vas concluded 'cbat a signifj.cant relationship 

e:l:.::'st~~~(\ l)('::t~'ecn amount of autokinesis experienced by the 

pat:.:i.<:':nt.s and thcdr confidence in c~arly release from hOf:~pi

talizatJ.. or.. It: ".ras also concluded that there ,,7;:1 s a si.gnif

icant relat.lonship between the amount of autok1n~sis experi

enced }>y the patients and t.he confidence the hospit.Cil staff 

had :in th8 pdi..:.ient' s prognosis. A general inspection of 

data ina;l.c.;,ted th:J.t the pat.ients \\7ho were considered short

b3rrr., l)c)tl, 11i t:h(~m~:elves and the staff, experj.enc~d a fairly 

\\,<.::1).. (j~.f;t.:;cib,jtf'd clPK....mt of autokinesi.s; however, the pu'cients 

who ·.,~:.:r';;.\ (..:(msidured t.o be long-term both by themselves and 

t.he sL'trf. !;hov7;;;-.1 a s'cr0I1~J tendency to see Ij.t:tle auto

:;'~ine8L;. In t.hE' long-ter:-m prognosti.c group, based on 

patieD~.;1 r~tingsf there were twice as many patients who 

eXD~Y.i er..ccd a lev! ci:l0unt. of autokinesis as the combined 

nurahe.x· of nati(~r:t:3 in this prognostic group who experienced 

a moderate or hi9'11 2'.Inount of autokinesis. The haspital 

44 
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staff also rated approximately twice as many patients long

tenn Vi[I') experienced low a.u.tokinesis as the combined number 

of pa.t:i c.":nt:s rated long-term who experienced moderate or low 

a lltok:i.ne 8:5. s. 

The low autokinetic score of the patients in the 

long-t:erm prognost:i.c groups was expected. Individuals with 

low autokinetic scores tended to indicate less understanding 

of their situation and look to others for their values and 

beliefs. Their lack of understanding and failure to attempt 

an undG:cstandin.~f of the sit:uation could play a role in the 

lack of confidenco the hospital staff had in their release. 

The staff's lack of confidence could be the basi.s for the 

patients lack of confidence. 

The distributed amount of autokinesis seen by 

patients in the short-term prognostic groups could also be 

t.entat:l.veJy explained as related to stage of recovery from 

ment2l1 illness. Research has indicated that patients with 

autoki.net:3"c scores in the mid-range tended to recover from 

mental :tllness more rapidly than patfents with scores at the 

extrelnes. Research has also indicated that, alt.hough auto

Idnetic scores vere basically stable for indivlduals, 

patienb; \'Jith high autokinetic scores tended to see less 

movement as they recovered. These patients with high auto

kinetic scores who were in the short-term'prognostic group~ 

may have" been on their. way to recovery. 

'I'he patient s in the short-term prognostic groups 

\'-11th 10Y1 autokinetic scores may have been patients who had. 
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recovered from mental illness through support of the thera

pif~t~ :cbth","',:( t.han through insight into their situat.ion. The 

le:ist '.'1 of time for recovery was not a variable in this 

study, so it is not known if patients with low autokinetic 

sccn:es improved as rapidly as patients with scores in the 

mid-range. A low autok:i.netic score should not be taJcen as 

a ne9at.ive prognostic sign but rather used as a guide in 

unoer :-:>t.<?ndi. n9 :i. nel i vidur:tl patient· s outlooks and the type of 

therapy the individual patient needs. 

~xamination of the results also show that in the 

group of patients who experienced high au·tokinesis, over 

three times as many rated themselves as short-term rather 

than as long-term. Over twice as many patients who experi

enced high autokinesis were rated by the hospital staff as 

short-term than as long-term. 

The present study revealed two areas in which recom

mendations are made. 'fhe first recommendation i.s made con

cerning the agreement between expectations of patients and 

hospit.al r..,taff. It is recommended that further invest.i

gatio~~ h~ conducted concerning possible relationships be

t.\,reen t}K;~se agreements and atti tw5e toward and/or treatment 

of patients by staff. Determination could be made if 

patients who hAck the h08pi tal staff' s confidence in their 

reC0v2ty arc being encouraged to have this same lack of con

fjQ~n~e and adjust to their hospital status. 

'rho second recomrnendation is made with regard to 

±uX't.h~"r Li~H;) of the autr)kinetic phenomenon related to the 
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t:hcory of pos:Lt.ive disintegr.ation. In the present study, 

p3.b.G';nt(~ '[·!'ho sa'''! f:xtensive movement. also usually gave them

selves a r~hort-t0rm prognos:\.Ej. It is rccornrnenJcd that 

fw:Lli.;.:r :'.nvestigations be conducted re-testing this relat.i.on

r,'nj.p 2~.r;(:~ Qlso 2l folloH-Up ~~tudy on t.hesc patients rclatinsr 

autokiliC:::if; to t.ypes of thera.py, reaction to t.herapy, and 

length of hospitaliz&tion. 

SU!IJNl\RY 

Review of literature indicated various theories 

J:egarcJj.n']· €}:planCJtions of a.utokinesis and its causes. Dif-

f8rence~~ uere a180 found regarding the effects of variables 

such <:H> f;8~~ of subject, sex of eX.perim0nt.er, suggestion of 

J,lovement, ahd length of dark ac:3.apta.tJ.on. The amount of 

'lut.O}:j.bC:,;:i.f-! seen was found to be relatively un:-:lffectea by 

t.::"!€' I Different met.hods have been used for recording the 

I,;C>"J'cmeL~: ,::,)'":<1. scoring it. Autokinesis has been fOWld to be 

n~lC:!.t{old to l"'ersonali ty types as well as psychological di8

(jr0c~rs C'.n6 reactions to psychotherapy. 

Rpvi~w of a second area of literature indicated a 

~rrO\'J:tnrJ G.cC'eptance of the tlleory that mentally ill behavior 

hi) S Ute, potential of resulting in personality g'rO\vth and 

c1cvelcp~ilent.. Not only does it have such a potential, but by 

80m'?, it. \i.'as seen <:l.S Ileces~ary for an individual to reach 

higher' lc~vels of personality development. Behavior which, 

in (lUX cuJ.ture h~lS been considered unacceptable, was shown 

c..::, be ~"c8'pected and encouraged in other cultures. 



Fifty-three state hospital patients were given the 

autoki·ClC<t.:i.C test~ and rated for prognostic expectations by 

the hDspi~al staff and by themselves. 

F1ndinr;fS yIerC as [0110\075: (1) a significant dif

fere!l::::c'- "l'J2.S found 'b0tvleen amount of autokinesis seen by 

patienti:. \vho gclVC t.hemselves a long-·term prognosis and 

tr1osC~ \',71-.0 gave tIJ2c'rHselves a short-·t.erm pr09!1osis; and 

( '») .... f3ignifici':.nL difference was found between amount ofL, C.. 

autol:::incsis seE:n by patiE:'l1t.s \-,ho were rated by the hospital 

st.::-.ff cH: lcm.g-tcrrn and trK')se rated as short-term. 

It was concluded that a relationship existed between 

arnoullt of autokinosis experienced by the patients and their 

confidence in early release from hospitalization. It vlaS 

also concluded tba.t there 'Has a relationship between amount 

of auto}:inesis C!x.p2rienced by the p2ttients and the hospital 

staffts confidence in their release. 

Recom:nc"ndel.·tions for further studies focused on 

(1) agrc'cment becvveen progno~3tic expectations of patients 

and 'bonp:i..t.al staff; and (2) follow-up s'cudies on patients 

\071'.0 reported h.i.g'f) cluto}:inetic movement and short-term prog

nazis. 
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APPENDIX A 

Questionnaire--Staff 

Put.lent's Name 

Vv"ard_._.	 _ 

Nams of Staff Rater--------, 
Positi.on of Staff Rater _ 

Dati? 

Plea.se chec}c the anSHer v7hich is most. nearly correct. 

I.	 Overall Potentiality 

1. can be expected to get much worse each year 

2. show some decline 

3. remain about the same 

4. show some improvement 

5. show a good deal of improvement each year 

6. shc.:"'J u. great deal of improvement in a short time 

II.	 Estirr,ated Length of Stay 

J.. ovr;r a vear 

2. si:;{ mc,nths to a year 

_ ...3. two months to six months 

4. less than sixty days 

III. Mast likely Way of Leaving 

1. do as well here as any other place 

____2. supervised nursing home 

3. another institution 

_. .4. rnanage on his ovm with some help 

___.5. man<,..ge on his own 
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··APPENDD{ B 

Questionn~ire--Patient 

Nalne ~_ _ _ 

D:~_t~ 

l\~re ._. ,Sex-_ .~--... _----------_..__
Hospital_. . . 

r'lease chec)~ the answer vlhich is most nea.rly correct 

I. I expect 

___1. to sho\<.7 so::,.f:: declilJe 

2. to remain about the same 

_.~,~3. to show some improvement each year 

4. to ~~hOH a great deal of improvement in a short time 

II. I expect to say in this hospital 

____1. over a year 

2. six months to a year.
 

.._-3. "t'\'iO months to sjx months
_
4. less than sixty days 

III. Aft.~r I l~ave the hospi.tal I eX?8ct to 

1. do as well here as any other place 

2. go t.o another institution 

3. go to a supervised nursing home 

4. manage on my ow~ with some help 

_ ..__._5. lna.nage on my own 


